Case Study

Client:

Westral

Sector:

Manufacturing/Sales

Location: Canning Vale/Balcatta

Stott + Hoare delivers a complete server virtualisation and
storage solution with rock-solid business continuity protection
n Overview

n Challenge

Proudly Western Australian owned and operated since 1973,

“Business continuity protection was critical as this infrastructure

Westral is a leading manufacturer and retailer of blinds, security

is vital to Westral’s operations. The systems had to be fully

doors and screens, patios, awnings and shutters.

redundant, with full duplication of data and fully automated

Westral manufactures its products in its purpose-built Canning
Vale factory and wholesales and retails them from showrooms
at Canning Vale and Balcatta.
Westral prides itself on measuring, manufacturing and installing
to the highest possible standards, and aimed to maintain

disaster recovery planning and recovery processes,” said
Cameron Drake, Westral IT System Administrator.
“We also preferred deal with one, local supplier who could
provide a ‘complete package’ solution and support it into the
future,” said Cameron.

similar standards when it turned to Stott + Hoare to improve

“Stott + Hoare is perfectly placed to provide complete

its IT infrastructure by replacing an existing small virtualised

solutions such as Westral required,” said Brian Hawkins, Stott

server to provide greater flexibility, and the ability to upgrade

+ Hoare Sales Manager.

hardware and software faster.

“We have over two decades experience installing and

A critical consideration was to deliver a fully redundant solution

supporting network servers and storage systems throughout

with rock-solid disaster recovery capability for vital business

Australia, and have been at the forefront of the move to

systems used by 60 staff across Westral’s two sites and a

virtualisation, particularly with industry-leading VMware

further 20 mobile users.

virtualisation, site recovery and backup software.

Stott + Hoare designed and implemented a total end-to-end

“As one of WA’s largest and longest-standing IBM Premier

solution that used IBM servers and storage systems, and

Business Partners, we also supply and install the legendary

VMware virtualisation, recovery and backup software. Data

capacity, reliability and durability of IBM, and support it through

is replicated across both sites to help plan, manage and

our service team.

automate failovers.

“Stott + Hoare’s combined expertise in IBM and VMware
enabled us to deliver an end-to-end solution at a highly
competitive cost.”

Continued over...

Case Study
n Solution
Stott + Hoare’s solution for Westral began with IBM x3650

Veeam Backup makes it possible to instantly recover a virtual

servers, three at Canning Vale, and two at Balcatta.

machine directly from a backup, restore individual objects (such

The IBM x3650s provide outstanding performance for missioncritical applications in an industry-standard server.
Their Intel Xeon 4C processors and IBM Dual Rank Chipkill
memory enhance speed, reliability and performance, and
reduce power use.

as email messages or database records) from any virtualised
application, and automatically verify the recoverability of every
backup without additional hardware or staff.
“By virtualising Westral’s applications on vSphere and using
Site Recovery Manager and Veeam Backup, Stott + Hoare
was able to overcome the limitations of traditional backup and

They’re also easily scalable and offer comprehensive

fulfil their critical requirement for business continuity protection

management tools, advanced diagnostics and the ability to

with fast, flexible and reliable recovery of critical data and

control resources from a single point so they’re easy to deploy,

applications,” said Brian Hawkins.

integrate, service and manage.

“Stott + Hoare’s ability to deliver end-to-end solutions that

Stott + Hoare recommended IBM DS3512 network storage

align an organisation’s IT infrastructure with its business

arrays at both Westral sites.

objectives is our greatest strength. We also find that many

The IBM DS3512’s 6Gbits/sec SAS drives deliver the high

clients really value dealing with just one supplier that can

capacity and low cost of SATA, but with SAS drive electronics

deliver that complete solution – at a competitive cost and with

for greater reliability. At up to 24TB capacity, these IBM

a high level of personal service throughout the process.”

network storage arrays offer easy scalability and a high level of

“We’re pleased that Stott + Hoare could deliver Westral a

flexibility and resilience.

‘complete package’ solution that met our key requirements

With such solid hardware solutions specified, Stott + Hoare

very well,” said Westral’s Cameron Drake.

chose VMware vSphere 4 virtualisation software.

“It’s been up and running satisfactorily since late 2011, and

vSphere 4 accommodates almost every aspect of managing a

apart from a tiny teething problem – a failed network card

virtual infrastructure, from ESX host provisioning to virtual network

which an IBM technician remedied the next day – all’s well.

management, to backup and recovery of virtual machines.

“I’m particularly confident that we now have an IT infrastructure

Stott + Hoare Solution Architects have extensive experience in

that meets our business needs, and, I can sleep easy at nights

VMware, and are fully trained and accredited in its virtualisation

knowing we also have state-of-the-art protection for our critical

and data and site recovery software.

business applications,” concluded Cameron.

VSphere was enhanced with VMware vCenter Site Recovery
Manager to provide a disaster recovery management and
automation solution.
This fulfilled Westral’s objective of making failover and recovery
rapid, reliable and manageable and expanded its protection of
all its business-critical systems and applications.
An even greater level of protection was added with Veeam
Backup Enterprise, which provides Westral with 2-in-1 backup
and replication for its virtual machines.

Westral – Key considerations
n Rock-solid, fully automated
backup and disaster recovery
n Flexible, upgradable virtualised
servers and storage
n High system capacity,
performance and availability
n End-to-end total solution delivery
by Stott + Hoare

To discuss how Stott + Hoare can provide a cost-effective end-to-end solution for your IT requirements,
please contact us on (08) 9244 0000 or email solutions@stotthoare.com.au
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